Introduction
A new application area of computational geometry is in the area of automated manufacturing, where an engineer can design an object with the aid of a computer, and determine by which manufacturing process the object can be constructed. There are several types of manufacturing processes studied in computational geometry, such as injection molding [5, 6, 13] , NC machining [14] , automated welding [17] and layer deposit ion met hods (such as stereolithography) [3] .
In this paper, we study the geometric and computational aspects of casting. Casting consists of filling the open region bounded by two or more cast parts with a material such as a liquid metal, after which the cast parts are removed. The removal of the cast parts without breaking them imposes certain restrictions on the shape of the object to be constructed. Permission to copy without fee all or patt of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or cfistributd for diPXt commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association of Compding MachinerY. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission.
(see e.g. [12, 23] ), only two cast parts are used. To construct the cast parts, a prototype of the object is first obtained (see Figure 1) . The prototype is then divided into two parts along a plane. The face along which the part is cut is referred to as the base. The first cast part is made by placing the base of the piirt on a fiat surface, and then adding sand around it. The part is then rotated such that the base is facing up. The other part is placed such that the bases coincide and the second cast part is built by adding sand around this part. An opening into the cavity is maintained during the construction of the second cast part. This completes the construction of the cast of the prototype object. To built a metal rendition of the prototype object with this cast, liquid met al is poured into the opening until it fills the cavity. After the metal solidifies, the Cikst parts are removed from the object.
To be able to construct the cast with this process, it is necessary that the prototype can be removed wit bout breaking the cast. Also, for manufacturing methods related to sand casting such as other metal casting methods [12, 23] and injection molding and blow molding methods for plastics [20, 24] , it must be possible to remove the constructed object from the cast without breaking it in order to re-use the cast. Thus for several different manufacturing methods involving casting, the geometry of the object determines its feasibility y of construction.
We note that more complicated objects can be made by using cores and inserts [12, 20, 23, 24] . However, their use slows down the manufacturing process and makes it more costly. Thus to be cost efficient, cores and inserts should be avoided. We do not study the e]ctra possibilities of cores and inserts in this paper.
An object is castable if it can be manufactured by casting. Geometric and algorithmic issues of casting of planar objects has been studied by Rosenbloom and Rappaport [21] . This paper addresses casting of polyhedral objects.
In geometric terms, castability can be defined as follows (for a polyhedron P, 8P denotes the boundary of P, and for a plane h, h+ and h-refer to the open half-spaces above and below h):
Definition 1 A simple polyhedron P is castable if there exists a plane h such that h+~tlP is a weak terrain in some orientation, and h-naP is a weak terrain in some To manufacture a polyhedron P that is castable, first determine a casting plane h for P. Then the cast parts Cl and C'Z are made from the prototype halves h+ n 8P
and h-n 8P. Since P is castable, the prototype halves can be removed from the cast parts, and later the manufact ured object can be removed from the cast parts.
Although our algorithms deal with the sand casting process, they can be applied in related processes as well.
We consider three versions of the castability problem. They differ in the way the cast may be removed from the polyhedron P. Figure 2 shows the three versions for planar polygons. 1.
2.
The two cast parts must be removed from P by one translation each, in opposite directions, and normal to the casting plane (orthogonal cast removal).
The two cast parts must be removed from P by one translation each, and (opposite cast removal).
forming the metal object as prototypes.
in opposite directions 3. The two cast parts must be removed from P by one translation each, in arbitrary directions (arbitrary cast removal).
In manufacturing, developing machines that perform orthogonal and opposite cast removal is much simpler than machines that perform arbitrary cast removal. In fact, opposite cast removal seems to be the most popular technique used [8, 20] 
Relation to linear programming
Let P be a polyhedron and let h be a plane. The plane h partitions the set V of vertices of P into three subsets vh, Vh+ and Vh-of vertices in, above and below h, respectively.
Similarly, h partitions the set E of edges of P in four subsets E;, El, El and E; of edges contained in h, intersecting h, above h and below h, respectively. The set F of facets is partitioned in the same way. For any facet~E F, denote by V($) the closed half-space supporting f but not cent aining the interior of P. Denote by V.(f) the same half-space, but translated such
The intersection of a set of half-spaces is non-trivial if it contains more than a single point. Denote by refl( b) the reflection of an object b through the origin.
We make the following observations. Lemma 1 h is a casting plane for polyhedron P for arbitrary cast removal if and only if (+(h) and <-(h) are both non-trivial.
Lemma 2 h is a casting plane for polyhedron P for opposite cast removal if and only if (
is non-trivial.
Lemma 3 Let h be a plane and let 1 be a line perpendicular to h and through the origin. h is a casting plane for polyhedron P for orthogonal cast removal if and only
With the above lemmas, we can test for a given plane h efficiently whether it is a casting plane for P. Since the casting problem for a plane h and a polyhedron P can be transformed in linear time to a linear programming problem in 3 dimensions, the test requires only linear time [18] . In fact, since all planes bounding the half-spaces contain the origin, the linear programming problem is basically 2-dimensional.
Lemma 4 Given a polyhedron P and a plane h, one can test in linear time whether h is a casting plane for P in any of the three versions for removing the cast.
2.2
Geometric properties of casting
In this section, we uncover some important geometric properties of casting planes that will allow us to bound the number of distinct casting planes and hence develop efficient algorithms.
Lemma
5 If a simple polyhedron P is casi!able in nonopposite directions with casting plane h, then h contains an edge of P.
Lemma 6 If a simple polyhedron P is castable with casting plane h and in non-opposite directions, then h contains an edge of the convex hull of P.
Notice that the above two lemmas imply that if a polyhedron is cast able, but not with oppclsite cast removal, then the casting plane cent ains both an edge of P and an edge of the convex hull of P (this might be the same edge). This will aid considerably to determine cast ability with arbitrary cast removal. Lemma 9 Given a convex polyhedron P, the number of distinct casting planes that intersect some edge of P properly is at most linear in the number of vertices of P, assuming opposite cast removal.
Let h be a candidate casting plane of P, and let
If Q contains three consecutive vertices u, v, w that are also vertices of P, then each of u and w is either an endpoint of an edge incident to v, or a vertex antipodal to v on the closure of a facet f incident to v. We say that the plane through u, v, w is generated by v. It follows that the set of candidate casting planes generated by v has size (d~a), where d is the degree of v and a is the number of vertices antipodal to v in the closures of the facets incident to v. Every casting plane h that does not intersect any edge properly contains three vertices that are consecutive in h n P, and therefore, every such casting plane is generated by some vertex of P.
It is straightforward to prove that every convex polyhedron has a vertex of constant degree which participates in a constant number of antipodal pairs (on the incident facets). Using this fact inductively, we obtain: Theorem 1 Given a convex polyhedron P with n vertices, the maximum number of distinct casting planes for P is O(n), assuming opposite removal of the cast parts.
There is another interesting combinatorial bound on the complexity of the intersection of all distinct casting planes with a convex polyhedron.
Two distinct casting planes hl and hz that properly intersect the same edge are similar, because they define the same cast removal directions, and they intersect the same closure of edges and facets. In other words, if hl and h2 each properly intersect edges that are parallel, there cannot be two vertices u, v strictly to the one side of hl and strictly to different sides of h2. We use the term weakly equivalent for two such planes. Two planes are weakly distinct if they are not weakly equivalent. There are O(n) weakly distinct casting planes for any convex polyhedron P with n vertices. VVe analyse the combinatorial complexity of h n P, summed over all weakly distinct casting planes h. This quantity is well-defined for opposite cast removal, since two weakly equivalent casting planes have an equal-size intersection with P (although they may intersect different facets, edges and vertices).
We prove a bound of O(n log n) on the summed complexity. Note that when the sum is over all distinct casting planes (not weakly distinct ), the summed complexity can be @(n2 ) if P has a set of O(n) parallel edges. The bound makes use of a hierarchical decomposition of P that closely resembles the hierarchy of Dobkln and Kirkpatrick [10] . It is the basis of the O(n log2 n) time algorithm for casting of convex polyhedra with opposite cast removal.
Lemma 10 Given a convex polyhedron P with n vertices, there exists a subset V' of the vertices V of size Q(n), such that each v E V' has degree <8 and is antipodal to <12 vertices in facets incident to v.
The following hierarchical decomposition of P generates a set of planes that contains all the candidate casting planes that do not intersect an edge properly:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
Mark all edges of P as "original".
Compute all antipodal pairs of all facets of P and mark them Edges or antipodal pairs of CH(P \ V,) are not original unless they were deemed original in step 1.) Repeat at step 2 with i = i + 1 unless P has no vertices left.
As in [10] , the number of subsets Vi is O(log n). It follows-as we show in [4] -that every ft(log n) consecutive vertices of P contained in a casting plane h contains a vertex that generates h. This leads to: Theorem 2 Given a convex polyhedron P with n vertices, the maximum total complexity of h n P, summed over all weakly distinct casting planes h for P, is O(n log n), assuming opposite cast removal.
Corollary
2 Given a convex polyhedron P with n vertices, the maximum number of planes that :intersect the interior of P but do not intersect any facets of P is O(n), and the maximum number of edges of P contained in these planes, summed over all planes, is O(n log n).
Arbitrary cast removal
We have shown that the number of casting planes that also allow opposite cast removal is linear. For the other casting planes, we know from Lemma 5 t hilt they contain an edge of P. Since we may also assume that they contain a third vertex, we conclude: Theorem 3 Given a convex polyhedron P with n vertices, the maximum number of distinct casting planes for P is 0(n2 ), assuming arbitrary removal of the cast parts. By Lemma 7, we need only consider the casting planes of the convex hull of P. We first compute the candidate casting planes that intersect some edge properly, and then the ones that are generated. We only consider opposite cast removal; the case of orthogonal cast removal only requires some straightforward changes.
Let,%,.. ., Ek be a partitioning of E into subsets of parallel edges. Let V,c be the set of vertices that must be contained in the casting plane for the cast removal direction parallel to the edges of Ei, For each E,, we compute the convex hull G: of the lower endpoints of Ei and the convex hull G: of the upper endpoints of E,.
The convex hull of IE, I points in 3-dimensional space can be computed in O(IE,I log IE,l) time, see e.g. [11, 19] . Then we compute all planes that contain the vertices of V,= and separate the interiors of G: iind G;, and contain at least three vertices of V,c, G: amd G;. This gives 0( lEi I) candidate casting planes. Summed over all subsets El ,. ... Ek, we obtain O(n) candidate casting planes in O(n log n) time.
Second, we compute the other candidate casting planes, which are the generated planes of the hierarchical decomposition of Subsection 3.1. Antipodal pairs computations take O(n) time and convex hull computations take O(n log n) time, see e.g. [11, 19] . The total time taken by the process is given by the recurrence T(n) < T((I -cz)n) + O(n log n), where a is the constant in the Q(n) of Lemma 10. This recurrence solves to T(n) = O(n logn).
We conclude:
Lemma 11 Given a polyhedron P with n vertices, one can compute in O(n logn) time a set Q of O(n) planes such that any casting plane h that contains at least three vertices of P is contained in Q, assuming opposite cast removal.
Theorem 4 Given a polyhedron P with n vertices, one can decide in 0(n2 ) time and linear space whether P is castable when the cast parts must be removed in orthogonal or opposite directions. either generated or a member of an equivalence class of weakly equivalent planes, our algorithm walks around the intersection of the plane with the polyhedron at a cost of O(log n) per step. This leads to an O(n log2 n) time algorithm for a convex polyhedron P with n vertices.
Theorem
5 Given a convex polyhedron P with n vertices, one can decide in O(n log2 n) time and linear space whether P is castable when the cast parts must be removed in orthogonal or opposite directions.
A data structuring approach
The second, O(n log2 n) time solution described above only applies to convex polyhedra. By using data struct ures, we will improve upon the quadratic time results of Theorem 4 for simple polyhedra as well. Unfort unately, the storage requirements increase with the data structuring method.
The idea is to test every candidate casting plane by querying with it in a data structure (instead of applying linear programming). The query determines whether h really is a valid casting plane for the polyhedron P. The preprocessing of the data structure should be less than quadratic and the query time should be less than linear in order to beat the quadratic time bound. It turns out that the data structure is exactly the same for the three versions of removing the cast; only the query algorithms are different.
Let P be a polyhedron. For any vertex v E V, define F(v) as the set of facets incident to v, and for any subset V'~V, define F(V') as the set of facets incident to at least one vertex of V'. We make the following observation:
Observation 2 For any plane h, we have F; U F; = F(V/).
We store P in a 2-level data structure T. The primary tree is a 3-dimensional partition tree that stores the set V of vertices of P, see Matou3ek [15, 16] and Agarwal and Sharir [2] for example. They show that for any constant e >0, a structure of size and preprocessing time 0(n3/2+' ) exists, such that for any query plane h, the subset Vh+~V of vertices above h can be retrieved in 0(nl/2+') canonical nodes in 0(nl/2+') time. For any node 6 of T, corresponding to a canonical subset Vfi, the secondary structure at J stores VJ as follows.
Recall from Subsection 2.1 that for a facet f, V(f) is one of the closed half-spaces of which the bounding plane supports~, and !i70(~) is~(~) translated such that the bounding plane contains the origin. Let F(VJ) be the set of facets incident to at least one vertex of VJ.
Let B; be the cone fl{VO(~) I~c F(VJ)} with apex at the origin. The secondary structure is simply an array or balanced binary tree that stores the facets of B& in cyclic order around the apex. The secondary structure allows for queries with a half-line starting at the origin, to determine whether the half-line is contained in B6. This query is in fact a 2-dimensional query to determine whet her a point lies in a convex polygon.
Suppose that we wish to determine whether h is a valid casting plane for orthogonal cast removal. Then
we search with h in T and determine the canonical nodes of T with respect to h, in particular, the set A+={($ I,..., dt} of nodes of which the associated sets v&,. ... VJ, area partition of V;, Let l?: be the upward half-line normal to h starting at the origin. For each of the nodes 6,, we query with 1: in the secondary structure to determine by binary search whether !; G BJZ. If the answer is positive for all nodes C$l,. . . . &, then P n h+ is a terrain with respect to the direction normal to h (and parallel to L;). The query is repeated for h-, to determine whether P n h-is a terrain with respect to the direction normal to h. If this is also the case, then h is a casting plane of P for orthogonal cast removal. Since t = 0(nl/2+'), the query time is 0(nl/2+' log n).
Next we consider cast removal in opposite directions.
The query is a variation to the previous solution. We determine both sets A+ and A-of canonical nodes for the queries with h+ and h-, respectively.
Let A+ = {81,. ... &} and A-= {Jj,.. .,d~}. We wish to determine whether the common intersection of the t cones BJ,, ..., BJ,, intersected with the reflection in the origin of the common intersection of the s cones BJi,.. ., B&;, is non-trivial. One can decide whether the common intersection is non-trivial using the algorithm of Reichling [22] . He shows how to find an extremal point in the common intersection of k convex n-gons in O(k logz n) time. In our case, we 'reflect' all operations on the second set of cones.
(Alternatively, we could store the reflected cones explicitly at every node and work wit h these, but this is not necessary. ) The query time is 0((s + t) log2 n) = O(nli2+' log2 n) time.
Thirdly, we consider the query in the same structure to solve arbitrary cast removal. We remark that for arbitrary cast removal, we can determine using O(n log n) queries whether a casting plane exists, even t bough we do not have a subquadratic bound on the number of casting planes in this case. This will be shown in the next sect ion.
Let h be the casting plane.
We determine the set At as before; let BJI, . . . . B&, be the cones that are stored at the set A+ canonical nodes. Now we have to determine whether the common intersection of these cones is non-trivial. Any half-line starting at the origin and in the common intersection of the cones represents a direction with respect to which P n h+ is a terrain.
A half-line in the common intersection of the tcones can be determined in O(t log2 n) = 0(nl/2+e log2 n) time using
Reichling's algorithm. If no such half-line exists, then P n h+ is not a terrain with respect to any direction.
If P n h+ is a terrain for some direction, we repeat the query to test whether P n h-is a terrain.
Theorem 6 For any constant c > 0 and any simple polyhedron P with n vertices, a data structure of size and preprocessing time 0(n3/2+' ) exists, such that for any query plane h, one can determine m O(nl/2+') time whether h is a casting plane for P in any of the versions for removing the cast.
Remark:
In fact, we have also shown that for any query half-space h+, we can determine within the same bounds whether P n h+ is a terrain in some direction.
Furthermore, by choosing a different partition tree for the primary tree, we can trade query time for storage space, see e.g. Chazelle, Sharir and Welzl [7] Using results of the previous sections, we can obtain an 0(ngi4+' ) time algorithm: we devise a data structure as in the previous section to test all candidate 0(n2 ) casting planes. We will do better in this section.
Using Lemmas 5 and 6 and one more observation on arbitrary cast removal, we first obtain a simple 0(n2 log n) time and linear space algorithm, and then a more complicated 0(n3/2+' ) time and space algorithm.
Let P be a polyhedron.
We first test whether P admits opposite cast removal using the simple 0(n2 ) time algorithm of Theorem 4, If so, we are done. Otherwise, if P is convex, then by Lemma 5 we only have to consider casting planes that cent ain some edge of P. If P is non-convex, then, by Lemma 6, we only have to consider casting planes that contain an edge (of the convex hull of P. Observation 3 Let P be a polyhedron and h a plane that contains an edge e of the convex hull of P. Assume w. 1.e.g. that e is horizontal and that a vertical plane exists which supports e and has P -c1( e) completely to the one side. If P n h+ is a terrain and P n h-is not a terrain, then no plane N containing e for which P n h-C p-is a casting plane.
If P n h+ is not a terrain and P n h--is a terrain, then no plane p containing e for which P n h+ C p+ is a casting plane.
If P n h+ and P n h-are both not a terrain, then no plane containing e is a casting plane.
The above observation sets up a binary search for a casting plane that contains some edge e of the convex hull of P. A plane h rotating about e encounters the n -2 other vertices of P in some order.
One binary search step on this order tests whether Pf7h+ and Pflhare terrains using linear programming.
Therefore, we have the following. Theorem 7 Given a simple polyhedron P with n vertices, one can determine in 0(n2 log n) time and linear space whether a casting plane for P exists, when the cast parts can be removed in arbitrary directions.
As shown in Subsection 4.3, we can preprocess P into a data structure such that any plane can be tested in 0(n1t2+') time.
Since O(n log n) planes are tested by the above procedure, the test part can be improved to O(n312~E ) time. However, how can we obtain the orderofvl, . . . , vn-2 wit bout sorting? Again, the solution lies in data structuring.
Notice first that the order of 'VI, ..., 7J~_z is not needed explicitly.
In the first step, the vertex that is the median Vnlz-l must be determined, and in the following steps a median in one of the two halves.
The data structure that is needed solves the following query problem: Given a query edge e such that there exists a plane h containing e that has the interior of P completely to the one side, and an integer k, find the k-th vertex of P that is encountered by h when it rot ates about e. Dualization yields a more familiar query problem:
preprocess a set of n planes (dual to the vertices of P), such that for any given query ray, the k-th intersection point wit h the planes can be determined.
The query ray is contained in the line dual to the line supporting e, and the starting point of the ray is any point dual to a plane containing e that has the interior of P completely to the one side.
Let D(V) = {D(v~) I vi~P} be the set of planes dual to the vertices of P, preprocess them into a data structure for line segment intersection counting, as given by Agarwal and MatouSek [1] . They show that for any e > 0, a structure of size and preprocessing time 0(n312+') exists, such that segment intersection counting queries can be answered in 0(nlj2+') time. Furthermore, they show how the same structure can be used to find the k-th intersection point of a query ray with D(V) in 0(nl/2+') time. Let the query ray be parameterized by q+ A. G, A >0, where q is a point and G is a vector in 3-dimensional space. In our application, if the k-th int ersection point does not exist, and the last intersection point is the j-th, then the query should be continued in 'wrap-around' mode: find the (k -j)-th plane for the query ray along the same line and in the same direction, but with q translated in direction -ii to infinity. When this happens, the plane rotating about e in primal space rotates past a vertical orientation. shows O(n log n) in case of opposite cast removal, but the trivial lower bound is linear.
Give simple algorithms for casting that improve our simple O(n log2 n), 0(n2 ) and 0(n2 log n) time algorithms. Find algorithms that improve upon our 0(n3j2+') time algorithms. (De Berg [9] observed that orthogonal cast removal for simple polyhedra can be done in 0(n4J3+') time by using a different data structure to test candidate casting planes. )
Suppose that we wish to determine castability of an object with non-linear boundaries. Give (simple) algorithms that deal with this problem.
For some casting processes, is not necessary that the cast parts must be separated by a plane. In these cases, every convex polyhedron is castable. However, no algorithms are known for cast removal of simple polyhedra.
